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this is a story abuot a mutant that comes to this dimension(a dimension is a world that exist beside our
world)
Think im going to rewrite this yo someday when i got time, add a few things ya know.
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1 - How it all started, part 1

How it all started...

It all started on Turnus in year 2700. It was a war going on between the mutans and the humans. Well a
the mutants is a kind of a human but the mutants got powers that isn't magical. So a mutant is a human
that is in the evolution. Well the war has been going on a while and it didn't look like it was going to stop.
Most of the humans and mutants hate eachother so a human and a mutant culdn't meet eachother. That
was a law among the humans. Another law among the humans was that a human that had fall in love
with a mutant was doomed to death, even if it was one of the people that rouled the country.

Soo.......... this is the story of a mutant and a human that fall in love and how their doughter growing up
on another planet...



2 - part 2

Part 2

Well there was a mutant boy and a human girl that meet eachother at highschool for a couple of years
ago. Obvious they fell in love and the human girl was unknowing that he was a mutant. They continue to
seeing eachother after highschool and the huamn girl went pregnant. The human girls name was Aviva.
The mutant boys name was Nick. After highschool Nick told Aviva that he was a mutant and he want
that they should stop seeing eachother, but Aviva had really fall in love and didn't want to stop seeing
him. They started to argue about the fact that she could be killed in order from the law. And then she told
him that she was pregnant and he stop to argue. After a couple of month they faek a kidnapp so she
shouldn't been killed. They lived in a cabin alone in the forest far away from the city, well they wasn't
completley alone. Other mutants come to visit them but not all of them was friendly, so Nick and they
fight sometimes. Nick was always the one that survive because he could heal himself. So after seven
months in the cabin Aviva give birth to a girl. They namned her Adviva. Well Adviva didn't really look like
human. She got purple skin, hair and eyes. That isn't all she even got a little tail (the tail grow while she
grow) and only three fingers on each hand, she allso only got two toes on each foot.



3 - part 3

When Adviva started to grew, her parents knew that they couldn''t continue living like that, so they
decided to steal a dimensioncontrol so they could open a gate to an other world. The problem was just
that the few ones that existed was very hard to get to because the hard protection. Nick had no other
choice to join a group of mutants that had specialesed them self to entry hardprotected buildings. It took
a while before they exepted him into their gang but they did to an end. They gave him a mission, to find
something worth to steal and a place where it was. This mission was perfect for him to get the
dimensioncontrol and he found out that the one that was easiest protected was own by Avivas father,
the mayor himself. Nick kept Aviva unknowing about his plan to get dimenisoncontrol just because it
involved her father. The gang made up an plan to get the dimensioncontrol and not so surprisingly they
succceded with it.
The leader of the gang gave Nick the mission to leave their prey in their hideout, what Nick didn''t know
was this was a test to see if he could be trust so one of the members that could turn herself into a bird
followed him. She found out that he went home to his cabin and went to bed so she told the leader that
and they made up another plan.
When Nick come home he put the dimensioncontrol on their table and went to bed and fell asleep. Later
that night a man entered their house and picked up Nick and Avivas sleeping little doughter and he took
the demensioncontrol and leaved the house.
The next day in the early morning the police did a razzia and arrested Nick and Aviva that was looking
after their doughter that was missing. The police couldn''t find Adviva in the house either and they was
close to let Aviva go before they found out that she had a doughter with the mutant. They put up an
warrent for Adviva in hope that someone would turn her in if they found her.
The man that had kidnapped Adviva was stopped by another man and Adviva came to earth instead...
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